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Talk outline

•

Tangled terminology: clarifying ‘consumers’ and ‘partnering’ (or engagement)

•

What’s in it for consumers and researchers?

•

Examples of activities and methods of engagement

•

What does good engagement look like?
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Tangled terminology….
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Who are we talking about?

•

Consumer
o Patients and potential patients, carers, and people who use health care
services
(NHMRC and CHF 2016)

•

Consumer representative
o Someone who voices consumer perspectives and takes part in the decisionmaking process on behalf of consumers. May be nominated by, or accountable
to, an organisation of consumers
(NHMRC and CHF 2016)

•

Consumers and other stakeholders

o An individual or group who is responsible for or affected by health-and
healthcare-related decisions that can be informed by research evidence (e.g.
consumers, health professionals, policy makers, health care managers, health
and research funders)
(Concannon 2012)
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What are we talking about?

•

Involvement
o Research done ‘with’ or ‘by’ consumers, rather than ‘to’, ‘about’ or ‘for’ them
(INVOLVE 2012)

•

Engagement
o A bi-directional relationship between stakeholders and researchers resulting in
informed decision-making about the selection, conduct, and use of research
(Concannon 2012)

Not (just) involved as study participants
Consumers shape the research
In all research stages (planning, doing, disseminating)
Involves a relationship between consumers and researchers
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Moving to a deeper kind of engagement

•

Partnering
o Consumers are full members of key organisational governance committees.
Treated with dignity and respect, information is shared, and collaboration is
encouraged and supported to the extent that people choose (ACSQHC 2017)

• Co-production
o Researchers and consumers work together, sharing power and responsibility
from the start to the end of the project. All perspectives and skills are shared,
and relationships are respectful, reciprocal and supported
(Hickey 2018)

Sharing of power and responsibility
Focus on respectful relationships
Everyone gets something out of it
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What difference does consumer engagement make?

(Perceived) positive impacts on:
• Relevance of the research (e.g. ensure the research question is a priority to patients)
• Quality of the research (e.g. more user friendly participant info and questionnaires;
deeper interpretation of what the results mean)
• Uptake of the results (e.g. utilising consumer networks to champion findings)
User-testing participant information leaflets makes no difference to recruitment in
clinical trials (Treweek 2018)

Challenging impacts:
•

Knowing who and how to recruit consumers

•

Struggles with conflict/reaching consensus, and group/power dynamics

•

Increased time and cost
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What do people get out of it?

CONSUMERS

RESEARCHERS

•

Feel empowered, valued & listened to

•

Gain new insights about research area

•

Increase knowledge of their condition

•

Learn new ways of working

•

Develop life skills

•

Build trusted networks of consumers

Success often depends on the nature of the interactions between those involved.
Key enablers of success include careful planning, training for all and adequate funding.

Brett 2014
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What research activities can consumers be involved in?

Shippee 2015
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What are the methods of consumer engagement?

INFORMAL METHODS

•
•
•
•
•

Meetings
Workshops
Advisory groups
Co-investigators
Public consultations

FORMAL RESEARCH METHODS

•
•
•
•

Focus groups
Interviews
Online survey (ie. e-Delphi)
Consensus workshops with
formal voting / ranking

MODE: Face-to-face, online, teleconference
TIMING: One-off, multi-stage, or continuous
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Putting it together (examples from a UK clinical trials group)

Role

Activity

Managerial

Part of trial management group
Part of trial steering committee

Oversight

Part of data monitoring committee

Who

Duration

Consumer
representatives

Long term

Patient research partners
Contribute to specific tasks
Ad hoc participant meetings

One-off
Study
participants

Ad hoc

Ongoing participant groups
Responsive

Community advisory groups specific to
study

Community
members

Long term

Community advisory groups providing
advice across several studies
Community meetings to advise trial teams

Ad hoc
South 2016
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Engagement model in one clinical trial involving men at risk of HIV

Role

Activity

Managerial

Part of trial management group
Part of trial steering committee

Oversight

Part of data monitoring committee

Who

Duration

Consumer
representatives

Long term

Patient research partners
Contribute to specific tasks
Ad hoc participant meetings

One-off
Study
participants

Ad hoc

Ongoing participant groups
Responsive

Community advisory groups specific to
study

Community
members

Long term

Community advisory groups providing
advice across several studies
Community meetings to advise trial teams

Ad hoc
South 2016
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How do we do consumer engagement well?

•

Involve people as early as possible

•

Be clear on expectations for everyone involved (i.e. terms of reference, role description)

•

Involve more than one consumer (for power dynamics and multiple perspectives)

•

Be accessible (consider people’s cultural, physical, emotional needs)

•

Resource it (reimburse consumer expenses +/- stipend)

•

Offer training and support for all involved

•

Clarify your organisational responsibilities (ethics, payment policies)

•

Document and record your activities

INVOLVE 2012
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An organisational perspective: Supportive structures for success

South Australian Health and Medical
Research Institute (SAHMRI) Consumer
and Community Engagement Framework
La Trobe University
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“What good looks like”: a consumer perspective

Respect

I know I’m valued because I’ve been at the table since project
start

Acknowledgement

I know I’m valued because we tell each other the difference
that we make

Professionalism

I’m included in all project communication and given lots of
notice about meetings

Courage

Disagreeing is okay. It’s safe to say, ‘I’m not sure I feel the same
way’

Relationship-centred

The team pays attention to, and supports, the vulnerability of
my lived experience

Belinda MacLeod-Smith, edited with permission
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“What good looks like”: a researcher perspective

Q: How do you know when you’ve done patient engagement well?

A: You get the same feeling as when you’ve
hosted a really amazing dinner party

Erin Michalak
La Trobe University
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Tips from a researcher (me!)

•

WHY do you want to engage consumers? (‘Why’ informs ‘who’ and ‘how’)

•

ASK people how they’d like to be involved (in what activities and in what ways)

•

PLAN but BE FLEXIBLE in your engagement approach

•

PARTNER with people/groups who have done consumer engagement before

•

SUPPORT both researchers and consumers

•

MAKE IT EASY for consumers to contribute

•

REFLECT on how the engagement is going in real time to inform improvements

•

DOCUMENT your engagement approach so others can learn from what you’ve done
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